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Began as illustrations for her brother’s 2011 
published book of poetry, Maria Velasco’s 
A Very Long Night explores the enigmatic 
and intersecting landscapes of play and 
fear. After the initial collaboration, Velasco 
remained intrigued by recurring characters 
and sought to expand the narrative to 
include movement in space and time. 
What has resulted is a site-specific layering 
of hand-drawn images and video which 
capture the spirited world of children and 
the menacing way adults can threaten that 
environment.

An Associate Professor of Art at the 
University of Kansas, Velasco’s installation 
presents a non-linear storyline in which 
the specter of child abuse is at once present 
and absent. An adult perpetrator roams 
her graphite drawings, disrupting the 
whimsical scenes of play between two 
children. The outcome of this interaction, 
however, is far from clear. Rather, the 
viewer must investigate the variety of 
roles played throughout the story to draw 
their own conclusions. “It is a work with 
many levels,” Velasco notes. “How those 
levels work against each other creates, at 
first, a sense of naïveté and fun but also the 
sense that something is not quite right.” 
Though viewers may enter the work via the 
children’s drawings, Velasco hopes they will 
stay to see that there is darkness within the 
work as well.

As in the two previous exhibitions of 
A Very Long Night (in Argentina and 
Kansas), Velasco makes the work anew in 
her presentation at Living Arts. “It is an 
intense installation which involves the 
drawing of a full-size home, complete 
with a kitchen, bathtub, and living room, 
in graphite directly onto the walls,” she 
stated. These domestic scenes serve as the 
background for her use of large-scale digital 
prints of figures and silhouettes. Adjacent 
to these tableaus is projected the animation 
of child-like drawings which Velasco 
continues to develop as the project evolves 
in each subsequent installation. Her desire 
to present A Very Long Night at Living Arts 
is an effort to continually push the project. 
In this way, each exhibition of the work 
serves as a rite of passage for Velasco as 
she aims to present material that, though 
not autobiographical, embodies her direct 
presence.

She has also expanded the project by 
participating with counselors and 
psychologists in a workshop for aspiring 
therapists. The goal of the workshop was 
for attendees to develop confidence in 
utilizing tools, such as the intermingling 
of text and drawings, as a way to open 
lines of communication with and avenues 
of expression for their patients. Though 
Velasco feels that she is not qualified to 
work directly with survivors of abuse, she 
appreciated being part of a team that was 

ultimately aimed at helping those who have 
experienced such trauma.

The experience of developing the workshop, 
combined with her own research, has 
allowed Velasco to create levels of tension 
in her layering of drawings, prints, and 
video. Her intensive installation process 
produces a quirky yet sinister landscape. 
Viewers navigate this terrain and its 
disturbing narrative, the conclusion of 
which ultimately rests in their hands. 
Velasco’s expansive installation embodies 
all of the whimsy of a child’s world 
including the monsters, real and perceived, 
that lie within. 

A Very Long Night is on view at Living Arts 
until March 27. Living Arts is located at 
307 East M.B. Brady St. in Tulsa and can 
be reached at 918-585-1234 or online at 
livingarts.org. For more information about 
Maria Velasco, visit mariavelascostudio.com.  n 

Mary Kathryn Moeller is currently pursuing 
her Master’s in art history at Oklahoma State 
University where she works as a Graduate 
Research Assistant for the OSU Museum of Art. 
She is available at mkmoeller77@gmail.com.
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Maria Velasco, Lawrence, KS, A Very Long Night, 2013, Installation view (photo by Matthew Gonzales)



It’s that easy.  You have the power to make a real difference.

The school posts a project
on power2give.org to raise 
money to buy dance shoes.

Jessica loves to dance, but her 
family can’t afford to buy ballet 
shoes.  Lucky for Jessica, her 
ballet school is a nonprofit.

You make a donation to
help fund the project, and
the dance school receives
the money to provide shoes
for less fortunate students.

power2give.org empowers you to give directly to local arts and cultural projects that move you.

Simply choose your favorite projects and help bring them to life.

For more information please visit: www.power2give.org/centraloklahoma.

power2give is brought to central Oklahoma by Allied Arts.

Enriching Our Communities Through Advancement of the Arts.
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